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Time Commander Remote Programmer
for Time Zone Clock Configuration

The Time Commander Graphical Remote Control
Programmer is a useful tool that allows you to make changes
to BRG Time Zone Clocks.

Featuring an intuitive help screen, you can quickly master
making needed changes to BRG Time Zone Clocks.
Whether it’s a simple time zone change, changing the DST
rules for a specific zone, or changing the color of a zone’s
time or zone label*, the Time Commander can be used to
save time. BRG recommends a time commander if you have
one or more programmable time zone clock.

The Time Commander is compatible with most IR equipped
BRG Clocks**  Quickly manage all of your BRG clocks in
your area with one remote.  It eliminates the need for any
special third party computer interfaces.
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Allows you to change:

� Time display rules for each zone

� LED colors in each zone or all zones

� LED intensity for time or zone label (global or by zone)

� Digital zone labels

Benefits

� Use on multiple time zone clocks & other digital clocks*

� Easy to use

� On screen help

� Eliminates the need for a computer interface

� Color touch screen for ease

� Saves time when reprogramming clock

� Large 7 inch color LCD touch screen display

� Safe rechargeable battery

NOTE: * The ability to change zone colors requires a BRG Time Zone Clock
or digital clock with a Time Commander Compatible IR receiver.

** No compatible with Time Zone Clock Manufactured before October
2018.  Call Tech Support if you have any questions.

Above: Showing the programming of a 6610H 4 Zone Time Zone Clock


